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Abstract 

In topological groups the separation axioms To 
and T 2 are equivalent. This equivalence disap
pears if we consider more general algebraic 
structures like inverse semigroups or weaken the 
connection between the topological and algebraic 
structures. 

A. Conte gave sufficient conditions for topologi
cal inverse semigroups which ensure the validity 
of separation axioms To, T 1 , T 2 and those falling 
between To and T 1 ([4], [5]). 

The aim of this presentation is to study the sep
aration axioms between T 1 and T2, the axiom 
T3, and also some order separation axioms intro
duced by McCartan [8] in semitopological groups 
and semitopological and topological inverse semi
groups. 

The given conditions show the importance of the 
set of idempotents for the separation of in;yerse 
semigroups. 

o. Introduction 

It is well-known that in topological groups the separation ax
ioms To and T 2 are equivalent. This equivalence disappears 
if we consider more general algebraic structures or weaken the 
connection between the topological and the algebraic struc
tures ([4], [5], [7]). 
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A. Conte gave sufficient conditions for topological inverse 
semigroups which ensure the validity of the separation axioms 
To, T 1, T 2 and those falling between To and T I ([4], [5]). He 
also gave examples of topological inverse semigroups where the 
mentioned separation axioms are not equivalent. His idea was 
to require separation-like conditions related to the set of idem
potents, or in the relation between an idempotent and another 
element. 

The aim of this presentation is to study in semitopological 
and topological inverse semigroups separation axioms between 
T I and T 2, T 3 and also those which satisfy certain order con
ditions. 

The separation axioms under study here were introduced by 
C.E. Aull [1], [2] , H.P. Cullen [6] , McCartan [8] , W.J. Pervin, 
H.J. Biesterfeldt [9] , and A.Wilansky [10] . 

For more properties of inverse semigroups one can see [3], 
[11]. 

1.	 Terminology 

Definition 1. [3] If a semigroup S satisfies the following con
ditions 

(i)	 eIe2 = e2eI for all idempotents e1, e2 E S, 

(ii) '\Ix E S 3y E S xyx = x and yxy = y; 

S is said to be an inverse semigroup. We put Es for the 
set of idempotents in S. 

Remarks. [3] Let S be an inverse semigroup. 

1.	 For XES, the element y given by condition (ii) above is 
unique, we denote it by X-I. 

2.	 For all xES we have XX-I, X-IX E Es. 

3.	 (x-1)-1 = X; (xy)-l = y-1 x -l; x3 = X {::} X 


x E Es ===? X-I E Es; e E Es ===? e = e-I .
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4.	 For a set H the collection F (H) of all injective maps 
f : A ~ H from subsets A of H into H is an in
verse semigroup under partial composition. It is called 
the symmetric inverse semigronp of H. 

5.	 A partial order on 8 may be defined as follows x ~ y if and 
only if the following equivalent conditions hold 
(a)xy-I = XX-I; ({3)x- Iy = X-IX; ('Y)yx- l = XX-I; 
(<5)y- I x = X-IX; (c)xy-Ix = X; (()X-Iyx- I = X-I. 

6.	 The above order is compatible with the operation of S. 
We shall make use of the following property of this order: 

7.	 For x, yES if X i= y then either xy-l i= yy-I or y-1x 1= 
X-lX, ([4]). 

Definition 2. Let S be an inverse semigroup.
 
Put M s = {m E 8 I \ly E 8 mm-Iy = y and m-Imy = y}.
 
If for every X E 8 there exists m E M s such that X :s m, we
 
shall say that S is maximized.
 

Definition 3. [7] (8, ·,lI) is a semitopological inverse semi
group if the following conditions are met: 

(i)	 (8,·) is an inverse semigroup, 

(ii)	 (8, v) is a topological space. 

(iii) The operation is continuous	 in each component (equiva
lently: \Ix, y E 8 and VXY E vxy 3Vx E Vx and Vy E lIy such 
that xVy ~ Vxy and VxY ~ VXY). 

Definition 4. [4] A semitopological inverse semigroup is topo
logical if in addition to (i), (ii) , (iii) (8, ., v) satisfies: 

(iv) The operation· is continuous (equivalently \Ix, yES and 
\;fVXY E vxy 3Vx E Vx and 3Vy E vy such that VxVy ~ Vxy); 
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(v) The unary operation ( )-1 (inversion) is continuous (equiv
alently Vx E Sand VVx-l E IJx-l 3Vx E IJx such that 
(Vx)-I ~ Vx-l). 

Definition 5. ([2],[6]) A topological space is a US-space if 
convergent sequences have unique limits. 

Definition 6. [10] A topological space is a KG-space if its 
compact sets are also closed. 

Remark. Obviously we have T 2 =::::} KC =::::} US =::::} T I . 

2.	 Axioms for Semitopological Groups 

Remark. We can formulate and prove sufficient conditions 
for semitopological groups, which ensure the given separation, 
e.g.: 

A semitopological group G (with the unit e)satisfies the sep
aration axiom 

1.	 To if for Vx E G and x =1= e, either exists Vx E IJx such 
that e t/:. Vx or exists ~ E IJe such that x t/:. ~. 

2.	 T 1 if {e} is closed. 

3.	 US if V{Xn}nEN , X n ~ x, and X n ~ e we have x=e. 

4.	 KC if e is a boundary point of a compact K ~ G, then 
e E K. 

5.	 T 2 if V{Xa}aEA, X a ~ x, and X a ~ e we have x = e. 

6.	 T 2a if \Ix E G, x =1= e,3Vx E 1/x and 3~ E 1/e such that 
~ n ~= 0. 

7.	 T g if \IV E IJe 3U E IJe such that [J~ v. 
8.	 T ga if VF ~ G, F closed and e ~ F, 3f: G ~ [0,1] such 

that f(e) = O. 
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The proof is based on the homogeneity of semitopological 
groups and is left to the reader. 

3. Axioms Between T 1 and T 2 . 

Proposition 1. A semitopological maximized inverse semi

group S is a KG -space if and only if
 
(kc) for K ~ S compact and m EMs, if an element e of
 
Es is a boundary point of mK then it is in mK.
 

Proof. To see necessity assume that S is a KC-space, K ~ S 
is compact, m E M s and e E Es is a boundary point of mK. 
Then there must be a net {eLl}LlEA ~ mK with eLI ~ e. It 
follows that m-IeLl ~ m-Ie. Since {m-IeLl}LlEA ~ K and K is 
closed, m-Ie E K, whence e E mK. Thus (kc) holds. 

To show the converse, assume now that S satisfies (kc) but 
is not a KC space, i. e. there exists a compact K ~ S with 
a boundary point x outside K. We have a net {Xa}aEA ~ K 
with X a ~ x. Pick an m E M s such that x ::; m. Then m-I E 
Ms and m-Ix = X-IX is a boundary point of m-IK, since 
m-1xa ~ m-Ix = X-IX E Es. From (kc) m-1x E m-1K 
whence mm-1x E mm-1K, and so X E K, a contradiction. 0 

Proposition 2. A topological inverse semigroup is a T 2 -space
 
if and only if
 
(t2) For every net {Xa}aEA ~ S,
 
if X a ~ e E Es and X Q ~ x then e = x.
 

Proof We have to show only sufficiency. Assume that S sat
isfies (t2) but is not a T 2-space, i. e. there is a net for which 
Xa ~ X, Xa ~ Y but x f. y. Clearly xay-l ~ xy-l, xay-l ~ 

yy-l, and X~IX ---+ X-lX, X~lx ~ y-Ix. But yy-l, X-IX E Es , 
whence xy-l = yy-l and X-IX = y-1x at the same time, a 
contradiction. 0 

Corollary 3. A topological inverse semigroup is a US -space 
if and only if 
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(us) Every sequence {Xn}nEN ~ S, with X n ~ e E Es, has a 
unique limit. 

Definition 7. [9] An iterated net in a topological space is a 
net {Xp,}P,EM such that for every J.L E M there is an other net 
{X~}6EDJl such that x~ ~ xj.£. The compound net of {Xj.£}j.£EM 

is {x~(JL)hJLI.B(JL»ET where the index set T = M x JLPMDJL has 
the usual cartesian order. 

Proposition 4. A semitopological maximized inverse semi

group S is a T 3 -space if and only if
 
(t3) For every iterated net {Xp,}p,EM ~ S, if its compound
 
x~(p,) ---t e E Es then xp, ---t e.
 

Proof. Necessity follows from a condition equivalent to T 3 

given in [9]. To verify sufficiency, let us assume that S sat
isfies (t3) and is not a T 3-space, i. e. there exists an iterated 
net {Xp,}p,EM ~ S which does not converge to the limit of 
its compound net x~(p,); thus x~(p,) ~ x but xp, -1~ x. Fur

Ither let m E Ms (hence m- EMs) such that m ~ x (i. e. 
mx-I = xx-I and m-Ix = X-IX). Now m-Ix~(JL) --+ m-Ix = 
X-IX E Es and so, by our assumption, m-Ixp, ---t X-IX. Con
sequently mm-1xj.£ ---t mx-1x = xx-lX, and thus xj.£ ---t X, a 
contradiction. 0 

4. Order-Separation Axioms 

McCartan introduced in [8] order-separation axioms for topo
logical spaces which are at the same time ordered spaces. The 
study of these axioms is motivated by the fact that in semi
topological and topological inverse semigroups, the algebraic 
structure induces a natural order (see Remarks in Terminol
ogy.). 

Definition 8. [8] An ordered topological space X is said to be 
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lower (upper) T I ordered if for every net {XO:}O:EA 
Xo: ~ x and Xo: ::; a Va E A ===> x :::; a, 
(xo: ~ x and Xo: 2:: a Va E A ===> x 2:: a). 

Example. Take the symmetric inverse semigroup F(H) of the 
set H, with the topology induced by order. Multiplication and 
inversion are both continuous, thus the resulting topological 
inverse semigroup is upper TI-ordered, but not T I. 

Proposition 5. A semitopological inverse semigroup S is 
lower T I ordered if and only if 
(LTI ) For every net {XO:}O:EA ~ S and a E S if Xo: ~ e E Es 
and Xo: :::; a Va E A then e :::; a. 

Proof We only need to show sufficiency. Assume that S sat
isfies (LTI ) and let {XO:}O:EA ~ S be a net with Xo: ~ a 
and further, let b E S be such that Xo: ::; b Va E A. It 

I Ifollows that xo:a- ~ aa- I and xo:a- :::; ba- I Va E A. 
Since aa-1 E Es, our assumption implies aa-1 :5 ba- I, i. e. 
ba-1aa-1 = aa-Iaa-1. 

In consequence ba- I = aa-1 (a :::; b), and so S is lower T 1

ordered. The almost dual statement is as follows: 0 

Proposition 6. A semitopological inverse semigroup S is up
per T 1-ordered if and only if 
(UTI) For every net {XO:}O:EA ~ Sand e E Es 

if X a ~ a E Sand e :::; X a 'v'aEA, then e :::; a. 
The proof is left to the reader. 

Definition 9. [8] An ordered topological space is said to be
 
T 2-ordered if for any pair {XO:}O:EA and {YO:}O:EA of nets with
 
Xo: ~ x, Yo: ~ Y and Xo: :::; Yo: Va E A, we have x ::; y.
 

Proposition 7. A semitopological inverse semigroup S is T 2 


ordered if and only if
 
(OT2) For any net {eO:}O:EA and {Xo:}o:EA,
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if ea ~ e E Es, Xa ~ xES and eo: :::; xa Va E A then 
e < x. 

Proof We only need to show sufficiency. Assume that S sat
isfies (OT2) and let {Xa}aEA, {Ya}aEA be nets with Xo: :::; Ya 
't/a E A. Assuming Xa ~ x and Ya ~ y, we have xo:x-1 ~ 

xx-1 E Es, Yax-1 ~ yx-1 and xax-1 :::; yo:x-1 Va E A. By 
(OT2) we deduce that xx-I::; yx-1, whence yx-Ixx- I = xx- I 

and so yx-1 = XX-I. Thus x :::; y. 0 

Remark. 
These examples show the importance of the set of idem

patents of a topological inverse semigroup when we need nec
essary conditions to satisfy separation axioms. In the case 
of semitopological groups one can formulate, as shown, simi
lar, but more simple conditions for the neutral element of the 
group. In the case of order-separation axioms we formulated 
again conditions concerning an idempotent and another ele
ment. 

Finally, let us introduce some" separation like" properties, 
and call them shadow separation axioms STi(i = 0,1,2, 2a ) to 
reflect their similarity to the usual separation axioms T i (i = 
0,1,2,2a ). 

If the definition of the separation axiom T i in a topological 
space X has got the following form: 

(Ti ) For all x E X and all y =1= x property Pi holds. 
then the shadow separation axiom STi will have the follow

ing: 

Definition 10. A topological space X is said to be STi space 
if 
(STi ) For all x E X and some y =1= x property Pi holds. 

Obviously an STi shadow axiom is weaker than the respec
tive T i separation axiom. 
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Example. Take a topological space X satisfying the separa
tion axiom T i , and an "outside" y tJ. X. The set X U Y will be 
an STi topological space, if the open sets Gy of X u {y} are 
GUy , where G is open in X. 

Example. Every upper(-lower) T1-ordered topological space 
is at the same time a ST1 space, and every T 2 -ordered topo
logical space is ST2. 

Closing Remark. The majority of the conditions given in 
[4], [5] and the present paper for separation axioms T i will re
main true for similar conditions for the shadow separation ax
ioms STi introduced here. 
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